ESA Flying High on Eagles Wings
President’s Message
Hello all, well it is official the year is over for me as President. Boy it
seems like it went so quickly. I want to thank all of you for a wonderful year as
your President. I especially want to thank my sisters of Zeta Rho for a Great
Convention. It was just perfect, it was so good to see so many of you and for
those of you who missed it you missed a good one. Great food and lots of fun, I
know this coming year will be filled with a lot of fun times with Kathy Ellingson
as our new President.
Well on to the Denver Dream Home we will need some volunteers for
the kickoff sellathon on June 15 from 6am to 10am. Please contact me if you can
come and help out with this, we need six people to answer phones. I am also
including the Denver Dream Home Open House Schedule, since it did not get all
around the room at convention. Please let me know when you and your chapter
can volunteer, it is a good time to visit and meet a lot of nice people and help St.
Jude in the process.
Ok now for the other hat, I am now the Disaster Fund Chair and am
looking forward to lots and lots of checks to come to me for our fund. As you
know in the last few years we have had quite a few who have needed help from
this fund, and we need to take care of our own. These are our sisters and if they
are in need, I feel like we need to help them out, as I know all of you do also. So
don’t forget about giving to the Disaster Fund.
Again thanks for a Great Year, I am so proud to have been your
Colorado State President, and now a Lamp Lighter. Yea!!!
Love in ESA
Vickie Martinez
Outgoing Colorado State President
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To inspire is to let another feel the presence of something greater than himself or herself. This presence effortlessly
sparks, kindles, animates and fuels the possibility with a sense of limitlessness. It also gives grounding to the vision. The
kind of grounding that a possibility requires to turn into an opportunity.

OFFICER’S REPORTS
Vice President/Membership – Kathy Garrison
My final report for the year was presented at convention.
Total members as of April 30, 2015 – 490. Total Demits
83; 17 college chapter, 66 Members – 10 due to death;
Total reinstatements – 6; Total pledges – 29; Total
members as of April 30, 2016 – 447. I received the
following convention bids: 2017 – “ESA-Best of the
West” May 19, 20, 21, 2017 Allenspark Colorado hosted

by the Lamplighters; 2018 Hosted by Kappa Iota
Glenwood Springs, CO and 2019 Hosted by Kappa Zeta.
I want to thank those who stepped up to host a
convention. This is our annual get together where we
enjoy seeing those across the state and PARTY! Thank
you for a successful year.

Easter Seals Coordinator – Mary Guida
This was a profitable year. Most half of the chapters sent in
their reports. And with that, it was a good year. I want to
point out there were a few exceptional chapters that really
out done themselves with hours and monies, they were Zeta
Tau #2064, Colorado Springs; Zeta Rho #1774 Aurora; and
Epsilon Epsilon #1896 Denver. I want to mention those
chapters that did send in their reports that were also
recognized at convention were as follows: Alpha Gamma
#174; Alpha Phi #3027, Alpha Omicron #770; Beta Alpha
#5416; Chi Kappa #5129; Gamma Chi #3668; Gamma
Omega #4306; Kappa Iota #5442; Kappa Zeta #5571; Zeta

Chi #3878 and Theta Eta #280. The raffle at the
convention was very successful and the calendar sales this
year was great. The Easter Seals mailings were done by
some of the ladies in Zeta Rho and Kappa Iota. The new
year is starting and I am hoping each and every chapter in
the state of Colorado continue their contributions to Easter
Seals it is very well appreciated whatever you can do. As my
year ends, thank you for giving me this opportunity being
your state coordinator for Easter Seals. Have a great year
2016-2017.

St. Jude Coordinator – Pam McGee
Convention was wonderful an as I shared with many of
you Colorado has done a fantastic job of supporting St.
Jude and the kids. It appears that we will meet and
possibly surpass the 2 million dollar mark this year. A lot
of time and miles was spent on that amount, plus
socializing with each other. The state chairman is now
responsible to sending out certificates that headquarters
use to send out. They will be coming by email to current

presidents or chairman of events. At convention we had
a drawing for the Summer Fun Bag. Kerry Date, Gamma
Chi, was the winner. The three drawings this year
brought in $450, with $200 going to Kathy for IC.
Thank you for the support you gave me this year as your
coordinator and I have enjoyed working with Chloe. She
will do an excellent job next year.

Senior Past President / Awards Chair – Joan Snyder
There were 111 awards given out this year at our state
convention. How cool is that!! It was such an honor to
have been the awards chair this year, I had the privilege
of honoring some pretty awesome ladies and chapters.
We had two chapters celebrating 75 years of service in

ESA, Alpha Delta, Pueblo and Alpha Gamma, Denver.
What a joy to have Bernice Elich, Pueblo and Betty Jean
Marshall, Alpha Gamma celebrating 65 years of service
and Betty Turetzky being able to attend on Sunday
morning with 75 years of service. These ladies have
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inspired so many of us over the years and they are truly
what ESA is all about. There is a complete listing of all
the awards handed out in this issue as well as on the

Colorado website. Please take time to thank all the
chapters and members who have given so much of their
time to make ESA such a success.

Golden Lamp – Laura Wilson / Marlene Hewitt
Thank you for sendning in your news and articles as we enjoy hearing from all. Comments may be emailed to Marlene
Hewitt at marlenehewitt6490@comcast.net or Laura Wilson at laurawilson318@yahoo.com.

CHAPTER/COUNCIL REPORTS
Colorado State Council President 2016-2017 Acceptance Speech
Submitted by Kathy Ellingson
I would like to start my time with you tonight by telling
some stories. Everybody loves a good story, right? So, we
had a sign in my house when my kids were growing up
that said “Around here, normal is just a setting on the
dryer.” Well, I was raised in a military family, so our
“normal” was a little different as well. With my Dad’s
career in the Army, it was normal for us to travel and live
in different parts of the world. I attended 3 schools in
the first grade alone. It was normal for us to stop our
vehicles on base and stand beside them at 5 every
evening while taps played over the loudspeakers. At
mealtimes, it was normal for me to learn to use
chopsticks and speak Japanese from Okinawan girls
while they learned English from me and the girls in my
Mom’s Girls Scout Troop. It was normal to have all but
my immediately family live on the other side of the
world, and to have close friends that I considered
‘family’-something I still consider normal to this day.
When we were stateside, it was normal for us to invade
small town Michigan and harass our family for several
week stretches. It wasn’t until I got older, and moved
out on my own into the world that I realized that my
normal wasn’t actually that normal. Webster’s defines
perspective as “ a particular attitude toward, or
way of regarding something; a point of view. So
let’s look back at my “normal” childhood with some
perspective. At the time, I didn’t always appreciate the
opportunities that our life was giving me, because my
perspective was narrow - I was a kid, just trying to be a
kid. As I look back on my childhood now, with the years
of my own experiences between then and now, I can see
what a gift I was given. My perspective has shifted. My
childhood, and the experiences I had then, shifted my
point of view as I built my life. How many of you here

could say the same? For example, now, there is not a
time when Taps is played that I don’t get a big knot in
the back of my throat. Every time I see a pair of
chopsticks it takes me back to the opportunities I had as
a child. I feel like I am doubly blessed now because I
have relatives living close by that I am able to rely on. I
get together with my cousins now on a yearly basis-we
talk and laugh about childhood memories that though
different, have the same common threads that I am so
thankful that I have taken the time to find. I have my
close friends here tonight that are also my family too. I
can’t imagine my life without them and I hope they can’t
imagine their life without me. Part 2 of my stories
tonight <this is the good stuff, this is where you ladies
come in> brings me to my ESA journey. It has been 16
years since my friend Pam and I spent a lot of time
together working on parent teacher projects for school.
She knew what was ahead for me. Pam suggested I join
ESA because my kids were heading into middle school.
She politely told me “Kathy, your kids are growing up,
they are not going to want you in middle school, you
need to get a life.” Everyone has a Pam friend, right?
Just tells you like it is…give you a little bit of an attitude
adjustment by making you look at things in a new way.
A few years later, my kids were getting close to heading
out on their own, and so I was struggling with balancing
my commitments to ESA and spending time with them.
I was on the ledge ready to jump, so to speak. Phyllis,
sweet spunky Phyllis, helped me change my perspective
a little bit, she said “Kathy, ESA will be still be here when
your kids strike out on their own, so its ok to put family
first right now, in fact, it’s the Right thing to do” In 2009
I was at a point where I could start going to state
functions. In talking with Shirley Telinde at Spring
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Board, she asked me to be her State ESA Foundation
Counselor. My first thought, “Other than my makeup, I
don't even know what Foundation is” but I like Shirley,
and I trusted she wouldn’t lead me to far astray - so
“sure”. Well, becoming a member of Foundation opened
a whole new world of ESA to me. I was fascinated to
know that we gave away all these scholarships annually
and I could be a part of it. To this day I continue to
participate on the IC level as a scholarship coordinator.
So why tell you these stories? I’m telling you this because
(1) these 3 women are exceptional and they all played a
part my journey here tonight and (2) these 3 simple
conversations helped changed my perspective in looking
at my present so that I could be inspired to change my
future. Back to definitions, Webster’s definition
of to inspire is “to make, to give, to cause” as in
“to make somebody want to do something, give
somebody an idea, or cause something to
happen”. All three of those ladies inspired me
because they helped make things happen in my
life. ESA is all about inspiration. What an incredible
organization we belong to where we can do all kinds of
wonderful and unique things on a local level. We can do
as much or as little as we want in our cities. But wait, not
just the local level, the state and regional levels - Our
Mountain of Towels is quite a statement made every year
to the Easter Seals Camp. At the national level what we
are able to do with the St Jude’s Children’s Hospital is
absolutely astounding. In talking with Charlotte she gave
me the cumulative total given from ESA through May 31,
2015…$208,481,968.29! WOW! And we don’t even stop
there - we are international! Think about that, all of us,
with our unique “normal” childhoods, can come
together, from all over the globe, and work together to
get so much good done. Now, sometimes when we get in
the middle of these projects and we get tired, or we lose
sight of the end result, or we get caught up in little
differences, we can become discouraged and feel like it
might be easier to just get on the ledge and jump. That is
when we need to adjust our perspective just a little to
gain back the inspiration we had when we first got
involved. I realize that life is not all sunshine and roses

Greetings Colorado Sisters!! I hope everyone has had a
chance to sit back and smile when they think about all
the fun we had at convention. The Zeta Rho ladies did
such a Great Job!! Vickie did a fantastic job all year long

but I do know that time and time again when I have just
changed my perspective just a little, there has been a
whole new world opened up that gives me the inspiration
I need to go farther than I ever thought possible. Take a
few minutes and think about people in this room that
inspire you. I would challenge you to take time tonight
to tell them how they inspire you, help them change their
perspective and see how much they matter here.
Inspired people inspire others. When it came time to
decide what my theme for the year would be, it was
thinking back on these three conversations, and what I
want for our great organization that helped me. “Be
Inspired” has radiated from the beginning on the inside
of me since I began this adventure. When we are
inspired we see colors a little brighter, laugh a little
louder, maybe love a little deeper. Our burdens seem a
little lighter when we are inspired with purpose. We just
have to adjust our perspective sometimes. My
philanthropic project, Hope for Heroes, is a natural
marriage with this theme. All the groups we help inspire
us with how they handle what they are facing and what
they are overcoming. Most people don’t choose what
they are facing, but deal with what comes. One group is
unique in this sense, they choose willingly to pit
themselves up against difficult situations: The military.
In today’s world that seeks comfort and security, brave
men and women step up every day and say “I choose to
serve my country. I choose to make myself
uncomfortable so others can enjoy comfort.” Their
perspective is outward-focused, and inspiring. To sign
up for something even if it means giving up your life for
it. So what motivates you? What makes you step up to
the challenge? What makes you sit back and go, “Wow,
that is incredible!” The moral of my stories then, because
all good stories should have a moral, is this, If you can
change your perspective; If you can focus on the good,
and pass over the bad; If you can remember the common
goal and forget the little differences; If you can see the
purpose and avoid the distractions; Than you can be
inspired, and you can be inspiring. If that is our focus,
we will accomplish great things together.

Welcome Message from CSC President 2016-2017
Submitted by Kathy Ellingson

and sure wrapped up her finale with a nice little bow.
She was well organized and presided over a convention
that will go down in my history book as a huge success.
I would like to thank my Elected Board for being such
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good sports for the Skit on Friday night and for Charlotte
to help us out with that. I would also like to thank my
Gamma Chi sisters for the Red Noses they sported for
me at installation. You ladies really know how to class
things up!! The closer it gets to July the more I get
excited about International Convention. I find it so
ironic that I will be representing the state of Colorado at
International Convention in my “little” town of
Loveland. Thank you for electing me as your president
this year. I am honored to represent Colorado in
Colorado. We know everyone will fall in love with our
wonderful state. I promise to give more details about IC
in the upcoming issues of the Golden Lamp. Phyllis has
done a great job of getting the Officer Change forms in.
If you have not sent it yet please send it or email it to

Phyllis or to me. I have the registration form here for
Fall Board. I am also putting it on the Website. The
dates are the 17th and 18th of September in Loveland at
the Mountain View Presbyterian Church. More details
on the form. I encourage everyone to try and attend
Friday night and Saturday. We are planning some things
on Friday night that you are not going to want to miss.
Phyllis and I have been putting our heads together and
you ladies know, what one of us doesn’t think of the
other one will! I hope everyone has a wonderful
summer. Please reach out to me if I can help with
anything. I encourage everyone to dare to gain a
different perspective on even one thing. Remember
Inspired People Inspire Others. Let’s be that inspiration
for even one person.

Gamma Chi, #3668, Loveland

April was busy with the usual monthly activities at the
local Community kitchen and bingo at the Silver Leaf
Community. Even though we work hard we get to visit
with the people at the two locations and chapter sisters.
The noodle palace was busy for a day as we made more
noodles to keep our supply going. For our social we had a
brunch at our new pledges house Lisa Weeks. We
brought various yummy foods for the brunch and of
course ate more than we should have. Gamma Chi
sisters celebrated at State Convention as our own Kathy
E. was installed at President. It was a fun and very

Theta Eta Chapter completed another successful year of
fundraising, philanthropic projects , educational
programs and social activities. It is a satisfying feeling to
know we have been of service to others. We are
extremely grateful for the opportunities and ability to
help those in need of assistance. In April, we picked up
clothes from the Junior League and delivered them to
the action center. Several Chapter members volunteered
at the Beautiful Junk Sale which was held at the
Jefferson County Fairgrounds to raise money for the
Action Center. Also, three members delivered several
boxes of new and gently used books to Kullerstrand
Elementary School for distribution to students for

Submitted by Pam McGee
special weekend. Thank you to Zeta Rho for a great time.
We are supposed to relax in the summer, but no rest for
the wicked. First week in June we’ll have our installation
and welcome Kerry Date as our new President. The rest
of the summer we will be busy with Community Kitchen,
Lake to Lake in Loveland (a triathlon), Lonetta
McCormick’s 60th wedding anniversary celebration, Wild
West Relay, the sculpture garden at Benson Park, and IC
in July. Colorado sisters have a wonderful summer and
we’ll see you at IC.

Theta Eta, #2830 Lakewood
Submitted by Carolyn Rush and Marge West

summer reading. We had 11 members attend Founder’s
Day on April 23, at Legacy Golf Club in Westminster.
Our new slate of officers for 2016/2017 was elected in
April and installed on May 1, at our Mother/Daughter
Brunch at Pinehurst Country Club. Also in May we
provided 24 hours of food to the Action Center’s
Homeless Shelter. We were also represented at the
Action Center’s Annual Fundraising Breakfast held at the
Crossroads Church in Arvada. Seven of our members
attended State Convention and two more members
joined us for the banquet on Saturday evening. We wish
you all a relaxing and enjoyable summer.

ESA Book Club
Submitted by Pam McGee

At convention I asked for ideas from our members for books to read. Please email me any book titles
pkmcgee@outlook.com Also, go online and use Goodreads or Bookpage websites for ideas. On the Goodreads site you can
keep track of the books you read or want to read. Have a great summer. I received 7 book suggestions. Here they are:
1. Team of Rivals, by Doris Kearns: About Lincoln and his cabinet. It was this capacity that enabled Lincoln as
president to bring his disgruntled opponents together, create the most unusual cabinet in history, and marshal their
talents to the task of preserving the Union and winning the war.
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2. Dana Crawford, About 50 Years of Saving the Soul of a City, by Mike McPhee: All about how she helped
revitalize Denver.
3. Devil in Pew Number 7, by Rebecca Nicholas Alonzo: True story. Rebecca never felt safe as a child. In 1969, her
father, Robert Nichols, moved to Sellerstown, North Carolina, to serve as a pastor. There he found a small community
eager to welcome him—with one exception. Glaring at him from pew number seven was a man obsessed with controlling
the church.
4. The Fifth Gospel, by Ian Caldwell: When the papal police fail to identify a suspect in two crimes, Father Alex
undertakes his own investigation. To find the killer he must reconstruct the dead curator’s secret: what the four Christian
gospels—and a little-known, true-to- life fifth gospel known as the Diatessaron—reveal about the Church’s most
controversial holy relic. But just as he begins to understand the truth about his friend’s death, Father Alex finds himself
hunted down by someone with vested stakes in the exhibit—someone he must outwit to survive
5. Obsession, by Nora Roberts: Naomi Bowes lost her innocence the night she followed her father into the woods.
In freeing the girl trapped in the root cellar, Naomi revealed the horrible extent of her father’s crimes and made him
infamous. No matter how close she gets to happiness, she can’t outrun the sins of Thomas David Bowes.
6. The Green Mile, by Stephen King: At Cold Mountain Penitentiary, along the lonely stretch of cells known as the
Green Mile. Here guards as decent as Paul Edgecombe and as sadistic as Percy Wetmore watch over them. But good or
evil, innocent or guilty, none have ever seen the brutal likes of the new prisoner, John Coffey, sentenced to death for
raping and murdering two young girls. Is Coffey a devil in human form? Or is he a far, far different kind of being?
7. Thin Air, (A Shetland Island Mystery), by Ann Cleeves: A group of old university friends leave the bright lights
of London and travel to Unst, Shetland&#39;s most northerly island, to celebrate the marriage of one of their friends to a
Shetlander. But late on the night of the wedding party, one of them, Eleanor, disappears - apparently into thin air.

FORMS AND REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Kappa Iota’s Buckin’ Bronco Bunco Party – June 11, 2016
Fall Leadership - Mountain View Presbyterian (Loveland) - September 16&17, 2016
Awards Listing – 2016 Colorado State Convention
Dream Home Schedule 2016 - Posted on the Colorado Website

Colorado State Council
Fall Leadership
Mountain View Presbyterian Church
Loveland Colorado
September 16 & 17, 2016
Registration $50 per person
Name________________________________
Phone_________________
Street________________________________________
Chapter_________
City__________________ Zip____________ Chapter #_______
Special Dietary
Needs________________________________________
Make Checks Payable to:
Mail registration form to:

Kathy Ellingson
Phyllis Minch
1805 Bonny Drive
Loveland, CO 80538

AWARDS
2015 -2016 Colorado State Council
Joan Snyder, Senior Past President/Awards Chair
Easter Seals
Easter Seals Award - Monies
Easter Seals Award - Monies
Easter Seals Award - Monies

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Zeta Tau, #2064, Colorado Springs
Zeta Rho, #1774, Aurora
Epsilon Epsilon, #1896 Denver

Easter Seals Award - Hours
Easter Seals Award - Hours
Easter Seals Award - Hours

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Zeta Tau, #2064, Colorado Springs
Zeta Rho, #1774, Aurora
Epsilon Epsilon, #1896 Denver

ESA Foundation New Members
Kelli DeCoranado, Kappa Zeta #5571, Colorado
Springs
Rose Sinnamond, Kappa Zeta #5571, Colorado
Springs
Membership
Membership Growth Award - Chapter
Membership Growth Award - Chapter
Membership Growth Award - Chapter

ESA Foundation - Life Membership
Betty Ziska, Chi Kappa #5129, Denver

1st Place
Delta Chi, #5052, Akron
2nd Place - Tie Alpha Omicron, #770, Salida
Kappa Zeta, #5571, Colorado Springs
3rd Place - Tie Beta Alpha, #5416, Aurora
Epsilon Chi, #1836, Rangely
Gamma Chi, #3668, Loveland
Gamma Omega, #4306, Akron
Sigma Rho, #5014, Loveland
Zeta Chi, #3878, Fort Collins
Zeta Tau, #2064, Colorado Springs

Membership Growth Award - Individual 1st Place = Tie Pamela McCay, Delta Chi #5052 Akron
Jacqueline Hayes, Delta Chi #5052 Akron
Kendra Anderson, Gamma Omega #4306 Akron
Membership Growth Award - Individual 2nd Place- Tie Jennifer Mazza, Alpha Omicron #770, Salida
Mary Grannell, Alpha Omicron #770, Salida
Mary Humphrey, Beta Alpha #5416, Aurora
Brenda Hopson, Epsilon Chi #1837, Rangely
Kerry Date, Gamma Chi #3668, Loveland
Barbara Stafford, Kappa Zeta #5571, CO Springs
Karen Addison, Kappa Zeta #5571, CO Springs
Susie Morris, Sigma Rho #5014, Loveland
Fran Henderson, Zeta Tau #2064, CO Springs
Hellen Hagel, Zeta Chi #3878, Fort Collins
Publicity
Publicity – Chapter Star Reporter
1st Place
Pam McGee, Gamma Chi #3668, Loveland
Publicity – Chapter Star Reporter
2nd Place
Leslie Stevens, Kappa Iota #5442, Golden
Publicity - Chapter Star Reporter
3rd Place
Shirley Telinde, Zeta Rho #1774, Aurora
Publicity – Honorable Mention
4th Place
Cathy Westlake, Zeta Omicron, #4016
Golden Lamp
Golden Lamp Award - Chapter
Golden Lamp Award - Chapter
Golden Lamp Award - Chapter

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Theta Eta, #2830, Denver
Gamma Chi, #3668, Loveland
Kappa Iota, #5442, Golden

Golden Lamp Award - Council
Golden Lamp Award - Council

1st Place
2nd Place

Denver Alpha Council
Denver Epsilon Council

AWARDS
2015 -2016 Colorado State Council
Joan Snyder, Senior Past President/Awards Chair
Golden Lamp

Star Reporter

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational

Shirley Telinde, Zeta Rho #1774 Aurora
1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Gold Link Award
Gold Link Award
Gold Link Award
Gold Link Award
Gold Link Award
Gold Link Award
Gold Link Award
Gold Link Award

Zeta Rho, #1774, Aurora
Kappa Iota, #5442, Golden
Epsilon Epsilon, #1896, Denver
Alpha Phi, #327, Golden, Mary Guida
Beta Epsilon, #357, Fort Morgan, Viveanne Lorenzine
Epsilon Epsilon ,#1896, Denver. Kathy Garrison
Gamma Chi, #3668, Loveland, Judy Barker
Kappa Iota, #5442, Golden, Leslie Stevens
Kappa Zeta, #5571, Colorado Springs, Karen Addison
Theta Eta, #2830, Denver, Gert Ohlander
Zeta Rho, #1774, Aurora, Jody Karr

St Jude Children’s Hospital
St. Jude Award – Monies
St. Jude Award – Monies
St. Jude Award – Monies

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Kappa Iota, #5442, Golden
Gamma Chi, #3668, Loveland
Sigma Rho, #5014, Loveland

St. Jude Award – Hours
St. Jude Award - Hours
St. Jude Award - Hours

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Zeta Rho, #1774, Aurora
Beta Alpha, #5416, Aurora
Kappa Iota, #5442, Golden

Philanthropic
Philanthropic Award – Monies
Philanthropic Award - Monies
Philanthropic Award - Monies

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Kappa Iota, #5442, Golden
Gamma Chi, #3668, Loveland
Sigma Rho, #5014, Loveland

Philanthropic Award - Hours
Philanthropic Award - Hours
Philanthropic Award - Hours

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Beta Alpha, #5416, Aurora
Chi Kappa, #5129, Denver
Zeta Omicron, #4060, Cedaredge

Philanthropic Award Mileage
Philanthropic Award Mileage
Philanthropic Award Mileage

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Beta Alpha, #5416, Aurora
Zeta Rho, #1774, Aurora
Theta Eta, #2830, Denver

Disaster Fund
Disaster Fund Award – Individual
Disaster Fund Award – Individual
Disaster Fund Award – Individual

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

JoAnn Singley, #1896, Epsilon Epsilon, Denver
Mary Ann Martin, #5129, Chi Kappa, Denver
Joyce Fuller, Theta Eta, #2830, Denver

Disaster Fund Award - Chapter

1st Place (Tie)

Disaster Fund Award - Chapter
Disaster Fund Award - Chapter

2nd Place
3rd Place

Alpha Nu, #535, Akron
Chi Kappa, #5129, Denver
Epsilon Epsilon, #1896, Denver
Zeta Tau, #2064, Colorado Springs

Distinguished Athenian
Distinguished Athenian
Distinguished Athenian
Distinguished Athenian

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Leslie Stevens, Kappa Iota, #5442, Golden
Kathy Garrison, Epsilon Epsilon, #1896, Denver
Judy Barker, Gamma Chi, #3668, Loveland

ELAN Recognition

Participation

Danielle Freels, Beta Alpha, #5416, Aurora

Outstanding Pledge

1st Place

Service Award Awards - Individual
Service Award - Individual
20 Years

Roxie Ellis, #5014, Sigma Rho. Loveland
Cheryl Beavers, #3878, Zeta Chi, Fort Collins

Service Award - Individual

25 Years

Service Award - Individual
Golden

30 Years

Cindy Starck, #3878, Zeta Chi, Fort Collins
Hope Eason, #510. Beta Nu, Pueblo
Vickie Chavers-Bruso, #1896, Epsilon Epsilon. Denver
Shirley Telinde, #1774, Zeta Rho, Aurora
Leslie Stevens, #5442, Kappa Iota,

Service Award - Individual
Northglenn
Service Award - Individual

50 Years

Jody Karr, #1774, Zeta Rho, Aurora
Glenna Mitts, #3371, Gamma Tau,

55 Years

Judie Tate, #1774, Zeta Rho, Aurora
Gertie Chapin, #357, Beta Epsilon, Fort Morgan
Carolyn Rush, #2830, Denver
(Gertie Chapin and Carolyn Rush were acknowledged on Sunday morning – information not received until convention)
Service Award - Individual
60 Years
Martha Shaw. #3371, Gamma Tau,
Northglenn
Service Award - Individual
65 Years
Bernice Elich. #299. Alpha Omega.
Pueblo
Betty Jean Marshall, #174, Alpha Gamma, Denver
Service Award – Individual
75 Years
Betty Turetzky, #174, Alpha Gamma,
Denver
Service Award - Chapters
75 Years
Alpha Delta, #178, Pueblo
Service Award - Chapters
75 Years
Alpha Gamma, #174, Denver
5th Degree Pallas Athene
Pallas Athene 5th Degree
Pallas Athene 5th Degree
Pallas Athene 5th Degree

Kathy Garrison, #1896, Epsilon Epsilon, Denver
Lisa Holt, #1774, Zeta Rho, Aurora
Rhonda Westcott, #1774, Zeta Rho, Aurora

Outstanding Chapter - Less than 10 Members
Outstanding Chapter - Less than 10 Members
1st Place
Outstanding Chapter - Less than 10 Members
2nd Place
Outstanding Chapter – Less than 10 Members 3rd Place

Kappa Iota, #5442, Golden
Epsilon Epsilon, #1896, Denver
Beta Alpha, #5416, Aurora

Outstanding Chapter - More than 10 Members
Outstanding Chapter - More than 10 Members 1st Place
Outstanding Chapter - More than 10 Members 2nd Place
Outstanding Chapter - More than 10 Members 3rd Place

Theta Eta, #2830, Denver
Gamma Chi, #3668, Loveland
Zeta Rho, #1774, Aurora

Pioneer Woman – Cleo Cinea, Zeta Rho, #1774, Aurora
Woman of the Year
Outstanding Woman
Outstanding Woman
Outstanding Woman
Travel Trophy – Beta Zeta #3149 Canon City

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

JoAnn Singley, #1896, Epsilon Epsilon, Denver
Phyllis Minch, #3668, Gamma Chi, Loveland
Alberta Simmons, #357, Beta Epsilon, Ft Morgan

